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Background: Uncertainty regarding the reproducibility of the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) hampers the use of
quantitative diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) in evaluation of the prostate with magnetic resonance imaging MRI. The
quantitative imaging biomarkers alliance (QIBA) profile for quantitative DWI claims a within-subject coefficient of variation
(wCV) for prostate lesion ADC of 0.17. Improved understanding of ADC reproducibility would aid the use of quantitative
diffusion in prostate MRI evaluation.
Purpose: Evaluation of the repeatability (same-day) and reproducibility (multi-day) of whole-prostate and focal-lesion ADC
assessment in a multi-site setting.
Study Type: Prospective multi-institutional.
Subjects: Twenty-nine males, ages 53 to 80 (median 63) years, following diagnosis of prostate cancer, 10 with focal lesions.
Field Strength/Sequence: 3T, single-shot spin-echo diffusion-weighted echo-planar sequence with four b-values.
Assessment: Sites qualified for the study using an ice-water phantom with known ADC. Readers performed DWI analyses
at visit 1 (“V1”) and visit 2 (“V2,” 2–14 days after V1), where V2 comprised scans before (“V2pre”) and after (“V2post”) a
“coffee-break” interval with subject removal and repositioning. A single reader segmented the whole prostate. Two
readers separately placed region-of-interests for focal lesions.
Statistical Tests: Reproducibility and repeatability coefficients for whole prostate and focal lesions derived from median
pixel ADC. We estimated the wCV and 95% confidence interval using a variance stabilizing transformation and assessed
interreader reliability of focal lesion ADC using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC).
Results: The ADC biases from b0–b600 and b0–b800 phantom scans averaged 1.32% and 1.44%, respectively; mean b-value
dependence was 0.188%. Repeatability and reproducibility of whole prostate median pixel ADC both yielded wCVs of
0.033 (N = 29). In 10 subjects with an evaluable focal lesion, the individual reader wCVs were 0.148 and 0.074 (repeatabil-
ity) and 0.137 and 0.078 (reproducibility). All time points demonstrated good to excellent interreader reliability for focal
lesion ADC (ICCV1 = 0.89; ICCV2pre = 0.76; ICCV2post = 0.94).
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Data Conclusion: This study met the QIBA claim for prostate ADC. Test–retest repeatability and multi-day reproducibility
were largely equivalent. Interreader reliability for focal lesion ADC was high across time points.
Level of Evidence: 1
Technical Efficacy: Stage 2
TOC Category: Pelvis

J. MAGN. RESON. IMAGING 2022;56:668–679.

Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (DWI) is
a technique that incorporates the use of position-

encoding magnetic field gradients to weight the magnetic res-
onance signal intensity by the self-diffusion due to Brownian
motion of hydrogen species, primarily from water molecules.1

The resulting signal attenuation generates diffusion-weighted
contrast and can provide insight into tissue microstructure.
This process is well-described mathematically and allows for
calculation of a quantitative imaging biomarker (QIB), the
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), on a voxel-by-voxel
basis, generating quantitative parametric maps of diffusion.2

These ADC maps facilitate comparison of exams across sub-
jects, time, vendors, and sites.1–3

DWI is an especially important part of the diagnostic
evaluation for prostate cancer by magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and is part of the multiparametric MRI exam of the
prostate, also including anatomic T2-weighted (T2w) imaging
and dynamic-contrast enhanced imaging. The application of
these MRI techniques for prostate evaluation are ensconced
in the PI-RADS (Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data Sys-
tem) guidelines, first proposed in 2012, and revised as
PI-RADS v2.0 in 2017 and PI-RADS v2.1 in 2019.4,5 In
these guidelines, imagers use DWI qualitatively to assess for
the presence of significant cancer in the prostate, with
“restriction” defined in visual terms as the presence of hyper-
and hypointense areas on the high b-value DWI and ADC
maps, respectively.

The current PI-RADs v2.1 document does not endorse
the use of quantitative analysis of ADC maps, recommending
qualitative visual assessment, noting that “ADC calculations
are influenced by choice of b-values and have been inconsis-
tent across vendors.”6 As such, more work is required to bet-
ter understand sources of variability in ADC measures;
otherwise, there will remain limits on the use of quantitative
criteria for defining the probability of cancer based on DWI
ADC maps.

Elucidating the sources of variability and establishing a
baseline for ADC reproducibility can establish the best use of
quantitative DWI in evaluation of prostate cancer. The quan-
titative imaging biomarkers alliance (QIBA) seeks to harmo-
nize quantitative imaging approaches by creating profile
documents that allow for technical assessment of quantitative
imaging methods, eg, the QIBA DWI profile.7 QIBA aims to
achieve harmonization through a technical claim statement
for a QIB, which provides bounds on its reproducibility.

These claims are met by following the imaging protocols and
assessment methodology which the profile prescribes in detail.
QIBA claims derive from test–retest literature for QIBs; how-
ever, there is a dearth of appropriate test–retest literature for
ADC in the prostate.

The main goal of ACRIN 6701 was to assess the repro-
ducibility and repeatability of quantitative MRI metrics in
the prostate by means of test–retest imaging. Reproducibility
in ACRIN 6701 refers to the stability of these metrics across
time (2–14 days) on the same subjects imaged on the same
scanners; repeatability refers to an immediate re-positioning
and re-scanning of the same subjects on the same scanners by
the same operators.8,9 The primary aims were assessment of
Ktrans and ADC in the whole prostate; the secondary aims
were assessment of the same QIBs in the focal lesion, and
a comparison of test–retest of T1-dependent and
T1-independent DCE-MRI models. Exploratory aims were to
correlate DCE and DWI metrics in whole prostate and
tumor, and to compare the repeatability of ADC from a test–
retest experiment conducted on the same day with the repro-
ducibility of ADC across different days of scanning the same
subject. This report details results of DWI analysis. DCE
results will be reported in a future publication.

Materials and Methods
ACRIN 6701, activated in August 2012 (subjects enrolled January
10, 2014–January 12, 2016), was HIPAA-compliant and approved
by the individual site Institutional Review Boards. All subjects gave
written informed consent prior to enrolling. All centers invited to
participate had an active prostate MR program (>50 cases per year).
Participating centers designated one or more 3T MRI scanners for
the study from one of three major MRI vendors at the time of site
initiation (Siemens, Philips, or GE), provided a site body MR radiol-
ogist (to oversee study implementation), and performed phantom
and subject DWI scans.

Site Qualification
ACRIN 6701 employed eight scanners across seven sites. Scanners at
three Tesla from GE (three Discovery MR750 and one Signa
HDxt), Philips (one Achieva and one Ingenia), and Siemens (one
Skyra and one Trio) imaged the subjects.

Prior to site activation, each scanner scanned and analyzed a
DWI ice-phantom with known diffusivity (1.1 � 10�3 mm2/s) at
0 �C.10,11 Phantom scanning derived from the ACRIN 6698 Breast
DWI study procedures, using a single, equilibrated ice-water phan-
tom vertically in the scanner, with an appropriate loading coil and a
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torso-array coil.12 We performed single-volume imaging in the FOV
center, employing a single-shot spin-echo diffusion-weighted echo
planar imaging sequence (320 mm � 260 mm, 160 � 128,
bandwidth = 1500–2500 Hz, repetition time (TR) ≥ 8 s, echo time
(TE) = 75–100 ms), utilizing b-values of 0, 100, 600, and
800 s/mm2.

The ACR Imaging Core Laboratory, in collaboration with par-
tnering MRI physics teams (at the University of Wisconsin-Madison
and the University of Michigan), performed centralized quality
assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) evaluation of each DWI
exam as previously described.10 Sites passed DWI qualification if
they met the qualitative and quantitative requirements, including
adequate SNR (>75 at b800), ADC bias <5%, and ADC b-value
dependence <2%. Centralized QA/QC also confirmed compliance
with the trial specific DWI acquisition parameters using information
in the DICOM headers.10,13 The core lab and physics teams docu-
mented quantitative performance evaluation results in a QC report
and acceptance letter; sites obtained feedback from the core lab via
email. If the qualifying exams did not obtain approval, feedback
included required corrections for rescanning. ACRIN 6701 required
requalification with a repeat phantom scan 1) for any new scanner
introduced to the study, 2) after any major changes to scanner hard-
ware or software (minor software updates excluded), or 3) failure to
complete all subject scanning within one year of initial scanner
qualification.

Subject Population
Eligible subjects for the study were males over the age of 18 with
prostate cancer diagnosed by transrectal ultrasound-guided biopsy
28 to 90 days before enrollment and able to tolerate the MR imag-
ing protocol. The minimum tumor burden for inclusion was at least
one of the following criteria: 1) a single core with ≥50% cancer bur-
den and ≥5 mm tumor length; 2) two or more cores in the same
prostate region, each with ≥30% cancer burden; 3) three or more
cores positive for prostate cancer (of any magnitude of cancer bur-
den) in the same prostate region; 4) Gleason score of 7 or higher

cancer burden; or 5) prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level
≥10 ng/mL.

The study excluded subjects unable to tolerate MRI due to
claustrophobia, incompatible metallic implants, excessive weight for
the MR table, or who could not receive gadolinium-based contrast
agent due to poor renal function (globular filtration rate,
GFR < 30 mL/min/1.73 m2 based on a serum creatinine level
obtained within 48 hours prior to enrollment). We also did not
allow enrollment by subjects with prior anti-androgen therapy within
the past 30 days; previous external beam radiation, proton beam, or
brachytherapy to the prostate; or prior major pelvic surgery, includ-
ing hip replacement.

Each qualified site was limited to an initial enrollment of up
to five subjects. This capping of enrollment ensured that there was
adequate representation from at least two different imaging centers
for each of the represented vendors. If any enrolled subject was dis-
qualified from analysis, the site was allowed one additional
enrollment slot.

MRI Scanning Protocol
The ACRIN 6701 study required MRI scanning to begin within
28 days of enrollment and comprised two separate MRI visits, sepa-
rated by 2 to 14 calendar days. The imaging requirements for each
visit are shown in Fig. 1.

The study used torso-array coils for the DWI elements of the
study. Subjects lay on the scanner bed in a supine position with the
torso-array receive coil applied to the pelvis.

On visit 1 (V1, 0 to 28 calendar days after enrollment), sites
acquired sub-mm axial and coronal T2w fast-spin echo (FSE)
images, optionally oblique to the angle of the prostate. The DWI
protocol consisted of a two-dimensional spin-echo echo-planar imag-
ing (SE-EPI) sequence with fat suppression, axial orientation,
TE < 90 ms, TR > 4 s, b-values = 0, 100, 600, 800 s/mm2, field-
of-view 320–400 � 220–360 mm, acquisition matrix 128–192
� 128–192, 5 mm slices, with 3 to 6 averages per b-value. Sites
were able to perform additional DWI to meet clinical requirements.

Figure 1: Flow diagram of imaging sequences for each MRI visit. DWI imaging events, V1, V2pre (before coffee-break), and V2post
(after coffee-break) are highlighted in gray. (a) MRI visit #1 (V1). (b) MRI visit #2 (V2). DCE-MRI = dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI;
DWI = diffusion weighted imaging; T1w = T1-weighted; T2w = T2-weighted.
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During visit 2 (V2, 2 to 14 calendar days after V1), a localiz-
ing axial single-shot FSE guided further anatomic prescription. Sites
then performed two study-specific DWI series, identical to those
from V1, but separated by a “coffee break” (~5 minutes between
V2pre and V2post), during which site personnel removed and dis-
connected the torso-array coil from the scanner. The subject exited
the scanner briefly and then repositioned, with consistent
landmarking. The site then relocalized the subject in the axial plane
and performed a post-coffee-break DWI scan.

At each time point, the ACRIN 6701 imaging protocol
included T2w and SE-EPI DWI. All imaging occurred prior to sur-
gery, radiation, or hormonal therapy.

MRI Scan QA
Subject images underwent local site and central QA. Each study was
assessed locally for proper subject positioning, coil placement, and
anatomic coverage, and adherence to the protocol-specific parame-
ters. Sites could conduct repeat visits for any study requirements that
were deemed unsuitable.

The ACRIN Core Lab performed a central analysis. A dedi-
cated technologist (DF, 15 years of experience in MRI analysis)
assessed each exam for missing images/sequences, appropriate image
anonymization, complete anatomical coverage of the prostate, and
adherence of all sequences to imaging protocol. The lead body radi-
ologist (MAR, 13 years of experience in prostate MRI analysis) then
performed a dedicated review. This analysis confirmed any technical
deficiencies/variations noted by the core lab technologist and assessed
for any artifacts that might interfere with quantitative DWI analysis.
Failure to adhere to prescribed b-values and deviation from the pre-
scribed FOV, matrix, or slice thickness by more than 30% were con-
sidered major variances. These major variances and/or severe
artifacts, such as significant distortion due to rectal gas, led to dis-
qualification of that DWI series from further analysis. All decisions
regarding imaging suitability were performed prior to image segmen-
tation and tumor analysis.

When QA disqualified a subject for analysis for major techni-
cal violations or severe image artifact, the core lab notified the site
and invited it to offer a repeat visit to the enrolled subject. If the
enrolled subject could not return for additional imaging within the
study window, sites were invited to enroll up to one additional
subject.

Tumor Identification, Segmentation, and Analysis
We imported the DWI data into in-house software for viewing, seg-
mentation, and analysis (IDL©, L3 Harris Geospatial, Broomfield,
CO) similar to the ACRIN 6698 analysis protocol and calculated
ADC maps with a mono-exponential decay model with linear least-
squares fits of the log of the signal intensities at three b-values
(100, 600, and 800 s/mm2),2,14

S bð Þ¼ S0e�b�ADC ð1Þ

where S(b) is the signal intensity with diffusion-weighting of b and
S0 is the signal intensity with zero diffusion-weighting.15 We created
a calculated b1400 DWI from the ADC curve fit on a voxel-by-voxel
basis, using the line fit from the 3 b-values to extrapolate the signal
intensity at b = 1400 s/mm2.

The lead body MR radiologist for the study reviewed the
multi-parametric imaging (including T2w-FSE, DWI, and vendor-
provided ADC maps) on a dedicated prostate MRI analysis platform
(DynaCAD©, iCAD Inc., Nashua, NH) to determine the presence
of restricting focal lesion in the peripheral zone with minimum
bi-dimensional axes of 6 mm � 6 mm and with the area of diffusion
restriction spanning at least two adjacent slices. If there was no such
lesion, the lead reader instead chose a distinct benign prostatic
hyperplasia (BPH) lesion demonstrating restriction, if present. The
remaining subjects were designated as “no focal lesion.”

For subject DWI analysis, the lead reader manually segmented
the whole prostate on the b600 images in all cases; this reader similarly
segmented focal lesions, when present, on the calculated b1400 images.
ADC maps were available as a reference. However, the reader avoided
direct segmentation on the ADC maps to minimize potential bias.

To evaluate the robustness of the determination of lesion ADC
repeatability and reproducibility estimates a second central reader (KMS,
2 years of experience in prostate MRI) repeated the lesion segmentation
in the same manner as the initial central reader. This reader was pro-
vided the identities of the cases where a focal lesion was identified by the
lead reader, and the center of this lesion was indicated in a single axial
T2w image. The second reader had access to all images but did not have
access to the segmentation boundaries from the lead reader.

ADC values for both whole prostate and tumor were reported
as the voxel medians. ROI volumes (prostate and focal lesion) were
calculated as voxel sizes multiplied by number of voxels in the ROI.

Statistical Methods
We assessed the test–retest performance of DWI ADC under repro-
ducibility conditions using the V1 and V2pre scans, where the two
scans were separated between 2 and 14 calendar days.16 We pro-
duced Bland–Altman plots and estimated both the reproducibility
coefficient (RDC) and the within-subject coefficient of variation
(wCV) for the whole prostate. To estimate the RDC, we used a one-
way ANOVA model with random subject effect to determine the
within-subject standard deviation (wSD), with normality of error
terms assessed using a quantile–quantile plot of the model residuals.
RDC was then calculated as [2.77*wSD].17 The wCV is a unitless
ratio defined as [wSD/mean], and was estimated according to Quan
and Shih, with 95% confidence interval calculated using the variance
stabilizing transformation suggested by Shoukri et al.18,19 We con-
ducted identical analyses for focal lesions (when available).

We assessed the test–retest performance of DWI ADC under
repeatability conditions using the same-day V2pre and V2post scans.
We produced Bland–Altman plots and estimated both the repeat-
ability coefficient (RC) and the wCV for the whole prostate. We
again estimated the wCV as described above and conducted identical
analyses for focal lesions.

For the subset of subjects with a focal lesion, ADC data were
independently provided by two readers. We assessed the interreader
reliability of the focal lesion ADC by calculating the RDC, RC, and
wCV separately by reader. In addition, we report the intraclass corre-
lation coefficient (ICC), based on a single measurement, absolute
agreement, two-way random effect model.20 We calculated the ICC
separately for each time point, with the degree of reliability deter-
mined using the guidelines suggested by Koo and Li.21
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As the squared difference between the two measurements
within a subject is proportional to the within subject variance, we
conducted a two-sided paired t-test at a significance level of 0.05 on
the log transformation of the squared differences between repeatabil-
ity and reproducibility assessments to determine whether the within-
subject variances differed significantly between the same-day and

different-day approaches, which would imply a significant difference
between the RDC and RC.17,22 Finally, we explored the potential
relationship between focal lesion size and repeatability by plotting
the subject-specific coefficient of variation (CV) against ROI vol-
ume, and calculating the Spearman correlation coefficient. This was
done for each reader under both reproducibility (V1/V2pre) and

TABLE 1. Site Enrollment and Scanner Information

Site Scanner
Software
version

Enrolled
subjects

Cohort 1:
whole prostate

Cohort 2:
focal lesion

Site A GE Discovery MR750 DV24.0a 2 0 0

Site B GE Discovery MR750 DV23.1 6 6 1

Site C Siemens Skyra D13/E11b 5 5 1

Site D Philips Achieva 3.2.2 4 4 0

Site E Philips Ingenia 4.1.3 6 5 4

Site F Siemens Trio B17 6 4 1

Site G GE Signa HDXT HD16.0 6 5 3

Total 35 29 10

All subjects in cohorts 1 and 2 had analyzable V1, V2pre, and V2post images.
aSite A qualified two same-model scanners
bOne subject (subject 33) scanned under deviation from qualification following software upgrade to E11.

Figure 2: Analyzability of subject data. From 35 enrolled subjects, we found 29 suitable for analysis of the primary and exploratory
aim. We analyzed 10 subjects exhibiting a focal lesion (tumor or BPH) for the secondary and exploratory aims.
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repeatability (V2pre/V2post) conditions, where ROI volume was
obtained by averaging over the two time points in question.23

A description of the sample size calculations for ACRIN 6701
can be found in the Supplemental Material.

Results
All sites passed site qualification requirements using the ice-
water phantom. The ADC biases for b0–b600 and b0–b800 cal-
culations averaged (standard deviation in parentheses) 1.32%

TABLE 2. Baseline Demographics and Clinical Characteristics

All enrolled subjects,
N = 35

Cohort 1: whole prostate
[V1/V2pre/V2post
all analyzable], N = 29

Cohort 2: focal lesion
[V1/V2pre/V2post
all analyzable], N = 10

N % N % N %

Age

Mean (SD) 64.5 (7.3) 64.4 (7.1) 62.0 (6.7)

Median (range) 63 (52, 80) 63 (53, 80) 60.5 (53, 78)

Race

Black/African American 3 9% 3 10% 0 0%

White 29 83% 23 79% 9 90%

Not reported/unknown 3 9% 3 10% 1 10%

Ethnicity

Hispanic/Latino 3 9% 3 10% 0 0%

Not Hispanic/Latino 31 89% 25 86% 10 100%

Not reported/unknown 1 3% 1 3% 0 0%

Insurance status

Private insurance 22 63% 19 66% 9 90%

Medicare/other
government insurance

7 20% 6 21% 0 0%

Medicaid/uninsured 6 17% 4 14% 1 10%

PSA (ng/mL)

Mean (SD) 14.7 (25.8) 10.6 (9.7) 12.2 (15.4)

Median (range) 8.4 (3.7, 153.5) 8.4 (3.7, 55.2) 7.3 (4.1, 55.2)

Gleason score

Unknown 1 3% 0 0% 0 0%

6 3 9% 3 10% 1 10%

7 26 74% 23 79% 7 70%

8 2 6% 2 7% 2 20%

9 3 9% 1 3% 0 0%

Core biopsy tumor densitya

Low 13 37% 9 31% 2 20%

High 22 63% 20 69% 8 80%

aHigh density: one core ≥50% tumor burden and ≥5 mm in tumor length, two or more cores ≥30% tumor burden, or three or more
positives cores in the same sextant.
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(1.85%) and 1.44% (1.70%), respectively. The mean b-value
dependence was 0.188% (0.169%), and the SNR was
149 (50). We validated the IDL ADC calculation using a
DWI digital reference object (DRO), provided by the Uni-
versity of Michigan team and available from the RSNA
Quantitative Imaging Data Warehouse (https://qidw.rsna.
org/#folder/5bb7cfa7b3467a6a9210bfe2).24 Using DRO data
over an appropriate range of b-values, with an SNR equiva-
lent of 60 (at b0), we found that our ADC calculation
method resulted in bias of <5% over the typical prostate tis-
sue ADC of 0.5–1.5 � 10�3 mm2/s.

Cohort Selection
Thirty-five subjects from seven centers were recruited for this
study (Table 1). This included a total of 11 subjects from Sie-
mens scanners, 14 subjects from GE scanners, and 10 subjects
from Philips scanners. Software version was consistent on

each scanner for all subjects across time points, except for one
subject imaged using a different software version than other
subjects on the same scanner.

We excluded two subjects due to nonprotocol imaging
at both visits (N = 1) or failure to undergo visit two imaging
(N = 1). Of the remaining 33 subjects, we excluded 4 addi-
tional subjects from analysis due to technical deviations or
severe artifacts on one or more of the DWI visits. This left
29 subjects for the “whole prostate” cohort with analyzable
images on all three DWI series (cohort 1). Of these 29 pat-
ents, 9 demonstrated a focal restricting lesion in the periph-
eral zone that met minimum size requirements; one subject
demonstrated a dominant restricting BPH nodule. These
10 subjects formed the “focal lesion” cohort (cohort 2).
Figure 2 provides a schematic of the subject populations in
this study; Table 2 provides demographic information, as well
as baseline Gleason scores and PSA levels for both cohorts.

Figure 3: Representative single-slice T2W image, calculated b1400 image, and ADC maps from subject 12. (a) T2w image at V1. (b–d)
calculated b1400 diffusion-weighted image at V1, V2pre, and V2post. (e–g) ADC maps for V1, V2pre, and V2post. The lesion in the
right anterior peripheral zone (PZ) is outlined in green (reader 1) and red (reader 2); whole prostate ROIs are shown in magenta
(reader 1) in panels (b) through (g).

TABLE 3. Distributional Statistics for ADC (�10�3 mm2/s) by Whole Prostate and Focal Lesion Regions

Region Time point Mean SD Median Min Max

Reader 1
Whole prostate (cohort 1, N = 29)

V1 1.44 0.146 1.46 1.02 1.73

V2pre 1.44 0.133 1.45 1.03 1.68

V2post 1.44 0.122 1.45 1.06 1.66

Reader 1
Focal lesion (cohort 2, N = 10)

V1 0.893 0.266 0.808 0.561 1.28

V2pre 0.951 0.258 0.909 0.624 1.30

V2post 0.932 0.247 0.857 0.599 1.33

Reader 2
Focal lesion (cohort 2, N = 10)

V1 0.927 0.198 0.855 0.697 1.23

V2pre 0.958 0.224 0.915 0.704 1.39

V2post 0.963 0.207 0.918 0.681 1.29
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We also analyzed subjects with incomplete imaging for
whole prostate and/or focal lesion DWI. These results are not
included in cohorts 1 or 2 but are in the Supplemental
Material.

ADC Repeatability and Reproducibility in the
Prostate
Figure 3 demonstrates a representative example of the seg-
mented prostate and focal lesion in a subject across the V1,
V2pre, and V2post series. Table 3 summarizes the whole

prostate and focal lesion results for each cohort across all three
imaging exams (V1, V2pre, V2post), where reader 1 supplied
data for both cohort 1 (whole prostate) and cohort 2 (focal
lesion), and reader 2 supplied data for cohort 2.

We also determined the wCVs, RDCs (between V1 and
V2pre), and RCs (between V2pre and V2post) for both
cohorts (Table 4). There was no significant difference
between the RDC and RC for either cohort 1 (reader
1, P = 0.52) or cohort 2 (reader 1, P = 0.14; reader
2, P = 0.57). These results indicate that in the context of our

TABLE 4. Agreement Statistics for DWI ADC by Whole Prostate and Focal Lesion Regions

Region

Reproducibility (V1, V2pre) Repeatability (V2pre, V2post)

RDC (95% CI),
�10�3 mm2/s wCV (95% CI)

RC (95% CI),
�10�3 mm2/s wCV (95% CI)

Reader 1
Whole prostate
(cohort 1,
N = 29)

0.132 (0.105, 0.177) 0.0330 (0.0255, 0.0429) 0.131 (0.104, 0.176) 0.0328 (0.0253, 0.0426)

Reader 1
Focal lesion
(cohort 2,
N = 10)

0.350 (0.244, 0.614) 0.137 (0.0868, 0.222) 0.385 (0.269, 0.675) 0.148 (0.0937, 0.237)

Reader 2
Focal lesion
(cohort 2,
N = 10)

0.205 (0.143, 0.360) 0.0785 (0.0500, 0.125) 0.196 (0.137, 0.344) 0.0736 (0.0469, 0.117)

Figure 4: Within-subject boxplot of DWI ADC by cohort and reader.
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study, there was no significant difference between the
same-day (repeatability) or different-day (reproducibility)
estimates for either the whole prostate or focal lesions.
Figure 4 demonstrates a box-and-whiskers plot of the two
distinct pairwise comparisons for both cohorts.
Corresponding Bland–Altman plots can be found in the
Supplemental Material.

Interreader Reliability of ADC Measurements
We estimated the wCV, RDC, and RC for cohort 2 separately
for reader 2 (Table 4). Agreement plots for the focal lesion
ADC between reader 1 and reader 2 can be found in the Sup-
plemental Material. Based on the ICC, all three time points
demonstrated good to excellent reliability between readers for
focal lesion ADC (Table 5).

Effect of Tumor ROI Size on Reliability of ADC
Measurements
Figure 5 demonstrates a scatter plot showing the relationship
between mean ROI size and subject-specific CV of the ADC
measurement for each reader. For reader 1, smaller ROIs
tended to have a larger subject-specific CV, hence demon-
strating a negative association, although this association did
not consistently achieve statistical significance across all time
points (Spearman correlation coefficients: �0.54 [P = 0.11]
for V1/V2pre, �0.67 [P = 0.03] for V2pre/V2post). How-
ever, this trend was not as apparent for reader 2 (Spearman
correlation coefficients: 0.01 [P = 0.99] for V1/V2pre,
�0.01 [P = 0.99] for V2pre/V2post).

Discussion
In this study, we sought to determine the reproducibility (dif-
ferent-day evaluation) and repeatability (same-day evaluation)
of whole-prostate and focal-lesion ADC values in a test–retest
setting. We defined a cohort of subjects across multiple imag-
ing centers using different MRI vendors and software plat-
forms. Furthermore, we sought to undertake a direct
comparison of the estimates of ADC repeatability and repro-
ducibility in the same subject cohort and to assess the inter-
reader reliability of focal lesion ADC. To our knowledge, this
type of test–retest analyses of prostate DWI in a multi-
institutional setting has not previously been undertaken.

Our wCV of the median ADC value for whole prostate
indicates that this quantitative ADC analysis for the whole
prostate is highly reproducible, similar to that obtained in
other studies of ADC test–retest performance in brain,25–27

breast,12,14,28 and prostate.29–31 Our results further demon-
strate that reproducibility and repeatability are similar.
Medved et al noted significant differences in whole prostate
ADC pre- and post-ejaculation, suggesting that such ADC
values might be expected to vary significantly over time.32

Our whole prostate results, demonstrating no difference in
wCV estimates between same-day and different-day exams,
are therefore somewhat unexpected. However, our cohort was
significantly older than that of Medved et al. It is possible
that in our population, the frequency and/or physiologic
effects of ejaculation between V1 and V2 visits is markedly
reduced from that which may be expected in a younger
cohort.

The wCV of the median ADC for focal lesions is
greater than that of the whole prostate, with values of 7.4%

TABLE 5. Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) by
Time Point for Assessing Interreader Reliability of the
Focal Lesion DWI ADC

Time point ICC (95% CI)a,b

V1 0.89 (0.65, 0.97)

V2pre 0.76 (0.28, 0.94)

V2post 0.94 (0.79, 0.98)

aICC corresponds to ICC (1, 2) in the nomenclature of Shrout
and Fleiss, based on a single measurement, absolute agreement,
two-way random effects model.
bKoo and Li give the following guidelines for interpreting the
ICC: below 0.50: poor reliability; between 0.50 and 0.75: mod-
erate reliability; between 0.75 and 0.90: good reliability; above
0.90: excellent reliability.

Figure 5: Scatter plot of average focal lesion ROI volume and
subject-specific coefficient of variation. ROI volumes are the
average between either V1 and V2pre, or V2pre and V2post.
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to 14.8%. While this suggests that there will be more vari-
ability in quantitative assessment of ADC of focal prostate
lesions, our wCV results align with the 17% wCV claim cited
in the DWI ADC profile published by the QIBA of the
RSNA.7

Although ACRIN 6701 was not powered to compare
RDC and RC, we found no meaningful difference in ADC
reliability metrics in either whole prostate or focal lesion
between the V1/V2pre (RDC) and V2pre/V2post (RC).
These two methods for estimating reliability of ADC values
have not previously been studied in a head-to-head compari-
son with the same subject population. As most test–retest
studies of DWI in humans are performed in a single visit (ie,
the coffee-break approach), our study suggests that same day
test–retest evaluation may be a dependable measure of ADC
reliability over a period of time, assuming consistent scan pro-
tocol. Many quantitative ADC evaluations in cancer imaging
seek to determine the threshold for significant change after
initiation of anti-tumor therapy.14,27,33–35 Our results suggest
the use of coffee-break CV standards for determining mini-
mal threshold change in ADC that can be attributed to the
effects of anti-tumor therapies or biologic evolution of lesions
rather than random variation.

Our values for reproducibility are similar to those
reported by others. Fedorov et al reported a single-institution
cohort of 15 subjects who underwent multiparametric MRI
with endorectal coil at two time points separated by less than
two weeks.30 They reported mean ADC value RCs of 0.295
for the whole prostate (N = 15) and 0.418 for the focal
lesions (N = 11). Barrett et al also studied a single-institution
10 subject cohort in a “coffee-break” test–retest setting using
phased-array coil, obtaining a RC of 0.271 for tumor nodules
in these subjects (whole gland values were not reported).29

These investigators also evaluated ROI “erosion” to evaluate
the effect of edge ROIs on median ADC results, showing lit-
tle change. Other investigators in single-institution studies
have found similar results.36,37 Our RDC/RC values of
0.132/0.131 (whole gland), 0.350/0.385 (reader 1, focal
lesion), and 0.205/0.196 (reader 2, focal lesion) are very simi-
lar to these single-institutional results, suggesting the robust-
ness of prostate ADC quantification on most modern MRI
scanners.

Our DWI acquisition protocol varied slightly from the
standards of the PI-RADS recommendations, and those dis-
cussed in the QIBA DWI profile. Most notably, we used a
slice thickness of 5 mm, whereas PI-RADS recommends a
slice thickness of 3 mm or less. As the primary endpoint of
our protocol was geared toward the evaluation of the whole
prostate as a surrogate for a generic nodule in the abdominal/
pelvis region, this difference was reasonable to ensure a man-
ageable number of slices for whole prostate evaluation. The
subsequent development of the PI-RADS guidelines sought
to maximize the imaging evaluation of small tumor nodules.

As such, reduction in slice thickness (while maintaining ade-
quate image SNR) may improve the reliability of ADC esti-
mates for smaller focal prostatic lesions.

While we sought to directly compare reproducibility
vs. repeatability of whole prostate and tumor ADC values in
the same subject cohort, our reproducibility study differed
from the repeatability study only in the use of a different day
for V2 (2–14 days after V1). We strictly maintained other
variables in our study, including the use of the same scanner
and software, and the same image acquisition parameters for
each subject. Variation in scanner technology could introduce
other sources of variability not reflected in the reproducibility
estimates in our study.

Tamada et al evaluated the effect of reader on the RC
of the mean ADC of focal lesions. They found that reader
effects contributed approximately 10% (intrareader) and 20%
(interreader) to ADC variation.38 More studies will elucidate
the variability introduced by different MRI readers, and the
effects of ROI placement errors on mean and median prostate
ADC values.

Limitations
Notwithstanding a cohort of 35 enrolled subjects across
7 imaging centers, we were only able to undertake an analysis
of reproducibility/repeatability of prostate lesion ADC across
10 subjects. Despite the use of eligibility criteria to limit
enrollment to subjects with PSA ≥10 ng/mL, Gleason score
≥7, or minimum core biopsy nodule “density,” many of our
subjects did not demonstrate either a focal restricting lesion
or a restricting BPH nodule of adequate size. Focal-lesion-
exhibiting subjects (cohort 2) were not distinguished from
the broader cohort by PSA value or Gleason score, with a
slight difference in core biopsy tumor density between
cohorts 1 and 2. Future studies should seek alternate means
of creating more restrictive entry criteria in hopes of obtaining
an adequate number of tumor-bearing subjects for analysis.

We sought to evaluate the robustness in the wCV esti-
mate by utilizing two separate readers who were unaware of
each other’s segmentation results. While our study was not
powered to determine the exact contribution of reader to
wCV variability, our results confirm that the DWI profile
claim was met for each reader and that interreader reliability
was consistently high. Additional research is required to better
evaluate the effects of individual readers on focal lesion ADC
estimates in prostate MRI. While we did not test reader
effects on the estimated wCV for whole prostate ADC, it is
expected than any such reader effects will be small.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated in a test–retest analysis that DWI
ADC measurements are robust in prostate MRI performed in
a multi-institutional setting, and that values in line with the
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estimates provided in the QIBA profile can be achieved even
in a setting of multiple MRI hardware and imaging environ-
ments. Furthermore, we demonstrated good interreader reli-
ability for focal lesion ADC and our results suggest minimal
differences in the repeatability (same day) and reproducibility
(different day) estimates of median ADC for both whole pros-
tate and focal lesions. Although our study was not able to
establish formal equivalence between same day and different
day results, it lends some support to the continued use of
same day (coffee-break) test–retest analysis as a facile means
of assessing the reliability of tumor or tissue ADC estimates.
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